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SplitIT
Split an image, present it in a unique way and export to print.

Key Features

• Provide a complete flow to split, mockup and export your splits to print.

Automating this flow saves precious time and allows one to experiment with various split layouts, 

a task which could have been avoided otherwise.

• Over 200 different split layouts to choose from and experiment with

• Generate ‘split shape’ to visualize the splits

• If required, manually transform the ‘split shapes’ to better fit your image. 

This capability practically make the split layout option infinite.

• Generate mockup for every splits you choose.

• Modify the split layout and recreate mockup with a single click.

• Experiments with other split layouts 

• Export the final splits to print

• Adding mirror wrap and white boundary if required.

Please Contact us

If you have any question or enquiries, please contact us.

We are eager to hear your feedback once you use SplitIT. 

If you have any requests, enhancements or special features you think other would benefit from,

do let us know and we will consider adding them to future updates of SplitIT

We are looking forward to hearing from you at support@dnd-production.com

SplitIT extension for Photoshop intends to split an image according to your choice, generate an 

evenly spaced mockup of the splits and export each split as a JPEG file for print.
It’s fun to work with and see how your images can be transformed.
It’s easy to work with and above all it will save you  lot of time.

Who is it for?
Well, we’d say anyone.
Anyone who wants to add another dimension to an image. 
It is intended for anyone who wishes to generate and print split images, anyone who wishes to turn 
an image to a split collage, present their work in a unique way.
A good image should have clear subject and background, balance, simplicity, and a defined point of 
view. Splitting and image can contribute to any of these.

SplitIT  is composed of 3 panels, SplitIT, MockupIT & ExportIT.
We realize that exporting your images to print may not be required by all.
Therefore, ExportIT panel does not exist in the ‘Light’ version.

SplitIT MockupIT ExportIT

SplitIT (Complete)
✓ ✓ ✓

SplitIT Light
✓ ✓ 

SplitIT Trial*
✓ ✓ ✓

*Limited functionality. See Trial version limitations

mailto:support@dnd-production.com


Split panel

SplitIT
Generating split layout

Generating split layouts

Generating splits, creating mockup and even exporting to print can be done in seconds in 3 steps.

• Select your source image. This can be a layered Photoshop 
file or a flat image. You may add your logo, water mark or 
edit the image.
If you intend to print it, choose a full resolution image. 
See Q&A for details.

• Use SplitIT Panel to select your split layout.
You can choose from custom, horizontal, vertical or matrix 
layouts.
Select your required number of splits.

• Press the split button

Your splits are ready!

If needed, you can use the Free Transform Tool to further align 
and adjust the split shapes.

E.g. in this split, we aligned the vertical 
splits to best fit the image.

When you are done use the MockupIT
panel to generate a mockup for your 
splits

See detailed explanation of the SplitIT panel.

Do not add ‘Split layer’ manually. SplitIT stores split layout database while creating them.
Mockup process, or no align splits if you try to add split manually.
For the same reason do not alter splits position when using the Free Transform Tool.

Generate 
split layout

Creating 
Mockup

Export to 
Print

Creating Mockup is optional. In this case you may export splits to 
print in just 2 steps.



Mockup panel

SplitIT
Creating Mockup

Creating mockup for your splits

With the split layout still selected as the active document, use the MockupIT panel to generate 
mockup for all your splits. 

Define the mockup split distance & scale and add your 
custom style, e.g. drop shadow to better mimic images 
hanged on a wall.
Press the Create button

A separate layer will be created for each image and 
placed according to your settings.
Your mockup is ready in seconds and you can drag it to 
your “Wall”.

Since each image is separate, you can spread the images 

as you see fit.

We encourage you experiment with other split layouts as well.
It is fun to do and takes seconds. Simply select the original layer (it 
was unaltered) and generate various other split layouts



Export panel

SplitIT
Export to print

Export all your splits to print

With the split layout selected as the active document, use the ExportIT panel to prepare and 
export all splits for print. 

Define the naming convention. You can add the actual 
print size to the doc name. This can reduce the chance 
for sizing errors when printing.
Unchecking Close temp files option will not close the 
exported files documents and you can further review or 
edit. 

Add Canvas mirror wrap if required. 
This is usually added before printing. You may also 
choose to add white boundary edges.

Set output quality for your final exports.
Currently JPEG is supported but we may add support for 
other file type if required.

Canvas wrap or gallery wrap is a method of 
displaying art wrapped over thick wooden bars 
so that there are no visible fasteners (such as 
staples or tacks). This method of stretching and 
preparing a canvas allows for a frame-less 
presentation of the finished painting



Export panel

SplitIT
Export – Final output

The final output, should you choose to export your images to print, is a full resolution image, 

including you choice of mirror canvas wrap and white boundary for each image, ready to be sent 

to your printshop.



Split panel details

Cut Gap

Width of a cut section to be removed from the 
image. 
The size given is in selected Units.
This will be the distance between each split in the 
mockup. It is preferred not to use ‘Split distance’ 
when using ‘Cut gap’.
E.g. the red portion on right is the cut which will be 
removed.
See Cut gap explanation in detail

SplitIT
Split Panel in detail

The SplitIT panel allows you to select and generate your split layouts.
After selecting and opening the image to split you should set the units of measure.
As explained earlier, if you intend to print your splits you should work with a full resolution image.
However, if the full image is too large to work with efficiently, you can use a smaller version for 
your splits test but ALWAYS use, for the print version, a full-size image.

Add Cut Gap if required,

Add Style

This is the style you add to each split to distinguish it 
from the background. Drop shadow, stroke, gradient 
map etc.
Note that these are layer effects and unless applied to 
the original image, will not be exported in the final 
print outputs.

You should enter the name of the style in this field.
We usually create a few styles which we mostly work with and keep them in the styles pallet.
Make sure you write the correct style name in the style box. See Troubleshooting in your style cannot 
be found. 

The image below demonstrate the impact of various layer style on each split.



Split panel details

Cut Gap

Width of a cut section to be removed from the 
image. 
The size given is in selected Units.
This will be the distance between each split in the 
mockup. It is preferred not to use ‘Split distance’ 
when using ‘Cut gap’.
E.g. the red portion on right is the cut which will be 
removed.
See Cut gap explanation in detail

SplitIT
Split Panel in detail

The SplitIT panel allows you to select and generate your split layouts.
After selecting and opening the image to split you should set the units of measure.
As explained earlier, if you intend to print your splits you should work with a full resolution image.
However, if the full image is too large to work with efficiently, you can use a smaller version for 
your splits test but ALWAYS use, for the print version, a full-size image.

Add Cut Gap if required,

Add Style

This is the style you add to each split to distinguish it 
from the background. Drop shadow, stroke, gradient 
map etc.
Note that these are layer effects and unless applied to 
the original image, will not be exported in the final 
print outputs.

You should enter the name of the style in this field.
We usually create a few styles which we mostly work with and keep them in the styles pallet.
Make sure you write the correct style name in the style box.
If you hoover over a style you will see a pop up with its name,
You can also right click on it, select “Rename style”, copy the style name and cancel the renaming 
action.



Both ‘Cut gap’ and ‘Split distance’ can defines the distance between each split when creating the 
mockup or hanging the final printed image on a wall.
The following images depict the difference between the two.

Some splits will only appear esthetically pleasing when using Cut split. 

On the left we only used Cut gap. 
No split distance was added in the 
mock up and the result is pleasing.
The gap between the spits is 
equal to the cut gap.

On the left, Cut gap is “0” and the 
splits are spaced using Split
distance.
Clearly the round sun is distorted 
and esthetically disturbing.

The only way to align some of the 
split layouts is using Cut gap and 
no split distance.

The image on the left uses cut gap 
and no split distance.

The same image with Split 
distance and “0” Cut gap will 
result in unaligned splits.

Split panel – Cut Gap

SplitIT
Split panel – Cut Gap



Unlike Cut gap, split distance will not remove any portion of the image.
It is simply the distance between the images in your mockup set and will simulated the distance 
between the images when you hand them on your ‘wall’.
You may set a starting distance and drag the images later on.

You define the split distance in the MockupIT panel

Use Cut gap when:

• When splits are place close to each other.

• Eliminate distortions which will occur otherwise. E.g. the distortion of this sun: 

• Some split layout demand Cut gap in order to be evenly spaced.

Use Split distance when:

• If you intend to space your images far apart use Split distance.

• No parts of the image can be excluded. Set Cut gap to “0” in this case.

Yet, since creating splits is now so easy, simply try. 

The split layout below has no cut gap 

The images where separated using the split distance option.

Mockup panel – Split distance

SplitIT
Mockup – Split Distance



Q&A

SplitIT
Split an image and present it in a unique way and export for print.

Q & A

❖ What should be the source image size?

That depends on your final output.

If you want to create splits to show your work in a unique way and do not intend to print them,  

then screen size will be ok. We’d say 4k at most.

If you do intend to print your splits than, if possible, use print size images.

We normally define print size, as follows:

For inches: Image side (in unit measure, e.g. inches) X 300(dpi), note this is image side, which is 

either width or height.

units

Inches Image side X 300

Cm Image side X 300 / 2.54

e.g. say you want your printed image to be 50”x28”, your image should be:

50x300 by 28x300, that is 15000x8400 pixels !!! (if you print at 600dpi you should double this 

number).

Yes, this means you usually have to enlarge your image and you can do this either in Photoshop or 

use 3rd party plugins.

If you do not send the full-size image to your print shop, they will do it for you and you will not be 

able to control the process

Please Contact us

If you have any question or enquiries please contact us.

We are eager to hear your feedback once you use SplitIT. 

If you have any requests, enhancements or special features you thinks other would benefit from,

do let us know and we will consider adding them to future updates of SplitIT

We are looking forward to hearing from you.. 

suppor@dnd-production.com

mailto:suppor@dnd-production.com


Troubleshooting

SplitIT
Split an image and present it in a unique way and export for print.

Troubleshooting

❖ Photoshop is constantly reporting about color profile differences
You may be seeing message like the one below

To protect your original file SplitIT creates local copies of your images and for certain purposes 
converts these to JPEG.
If your image color profile is different than your working color profile you may be seeing these 
messages. They will suspend the panel operation. 
You can ‘disable’ them under:
Edit > Color Settings
And deselect “Ask When Opening” & “Ask When Pasting”

❖ I get an alert that my style does not exist.
Currently only styles stored locally are supported. Styles on your creative cloud library should 
be copied to your local hard drive in order to use them.
We usually create a few styles which we mostly work with and keep them in the styles pallet.
Make sure you write the correct style name in the style box.
If you hoover over a style you will see a pop up with it’s name,
You can also right click on it, select “Rename style”, copy the style name and cancel the 
renaming action.



Troubleshooting

SplitIT
Troubleshooting

❖ My mockup images are not spaced properly
This can happen if the ‘split data’ is corrupt or incorrect.
There are usually 3 scenario which can lead to this

1. Using the Free Transforms Tool, or Move Tool, and alter the splits position in relation to each 
other on the Canvas.
This can unlink ‘split data’ from actual split location on the canvas.

2. When a split layout is generated, SplitIT saves its geometric data. This will overwrite any 
previous split data.
Split mockup should be created for the last split layout generated otherwise splits may not be 
aligned properly.
This has no effect when you export the splits.

3. You tried to add a ‘split’ layer manually. In this case there is no ‘split data’ for this layer.



Trial version

SplitIT
Split an image and present it in a unique way and export for print.

Trial version limitations

We offer a trial version for SplitIT which includes all 3 panel.
The purpose of the Trial version is to let you experience working with SplitIT.
See for yourself how easy it is to create splits and how it can elevate your images.
It’s split layout options is limited, however, you may still use the Free Transform Tool  to modify 
the splits before creating your mockup or exporting for testing purposes.

As a trail version its functionality has to following limitations:

SplitIT 
You may only choose from a limited amount of layout spits and the maximum number of 
allowed splits is 3.

MockupIT 
Maximum number of mockup splits is limited to 3. 
Images will be scaled down by %50.
In addition each mockup split will have a water mark on it.

ExportIT 
Maximum number of exported splits is limited to 3. 
Images will be scaled down by %50.
In addition each exported images will have a water mark on it.
The temp files will be closed after export.



SplitIT
SplitIT panels



SplitIT
Mockup & Export panels



Troubleshooting

SplitIT
Release notes

Date Version Release notes

Aug.2019 1.0.0 Initial release

Aug.2019 1.0.1 Adding version footer. Fixing case issues. Fixing Typo.


